Drive global
understanding with
quality translations
SDL Translation Services

As your business expands
globally, it’s important to
connect with audiences in their
native language.
Imperfect translations can have a negative effect
on the credibility of your content and your brand.
A consistent, quality message across all languages
protects your brand reputation and delivers a great
customer experience. How you approach translation
can make all the difference.

Transcreation

Consistency, knowledge retention
and value

Post-editing

SDL’s unique in-house translator staffing model
provides unparalleled control over quality. By using
the same teams across projects and product lines,
continuity and knowledge are retained and our
linguists become experts in your brand, terminology
and tone of voice.

A spectrum of translation options
SDL provides a wide spectrum of translation services
to fit your needs.
Translation
Professional human translation, contributing essential
linguistic, cultural and subject matter proficiency.
Specialized Translation
With expertise in the highly-regulated Insurance,
Finance, Medical Device, Pharmaceutical and Legal
industries, our linguists ensure all translations
meet regulatory compliance and industry-specific
quality requirements.

Create a recognizable global voice that resonates with
your audiences in every language. Our transcreation
experts adapt your brand communications both
culturally and linguistically to suit the market –
not just the language.

Translate the content volumes your customers are
demanding with machine translation post-editing.
Certified linguists edit and revise pre-translated text to
achieve human-level quality faster and cost-effectively.
Interpretation
Facilitate conversations between individuals and
audiences who speak different languages. Professional
interpreters help you understand a conversation and
be understood on a business trip or in a meeting,
webcast, event, audit or training.

Drive global understanding with quality translations

Why SDL Translation Services?
Quality that resonates in every language
For global audiences to understand your content,
you need to localize it. But translation is more than
converting text into another language. Professional
translation contributes essential linguistic, cultural and
subject matter knowledge that results in a finished
product that seems like it was created specifically for
each market.

Trust us with your
translation needs
Quality, cost-effective
translations
Fast and reliable
turnaround times

Native experts
SDL is the only language service provider (LSP) to
employ over 1,400 in-house linguists. All are native
speakers who live in-country and work from the top
30 global translation markets. We augment our
in-house translator pool with more than 17,000
freelance resources for scalability and to provide
additional subject matter knowledge.
A smart centralized approach
Like choosing the right translators, the right process
also matters. Our centralized and standardized
approach ensures your translations follow a repeatable
ISO-certified process so your content remains
consistent across all languages.
Greater efficiency
SDL translation productivity tools are the industry’s
most popular. All of our translators are proficient at
using them for greater accuracy and efficiency when
sharing translation memories and terminology or
post-editing machine translated output.

Local customer service
across the globe
25+ years of experience with
the world’s biggest brands
1,400+ in-house linguists with
specialized industry knowledge
17,000+ freelance translators
provide scalability
Innovative, customized
solutions for every
translation need

Better process for better quality
SDL adheres to the highest quality standards and all
translations are reviewed for accuracy and flow. Every
language is assigned a lead translator who oversees
and trains all other linguists to ensure the quality of
your translations. This minimizes project workflow risks,
reduces translation time and improves consistency
across your projects and products.

To learn more visit
sdl.com/sdltranslationservices
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